
Smart Bulb SmartLED Ksix, 9W, 806 
lumens, A60, E27 Base, RGB + CCT, WiFi

DESCRIPTION

The evolution of the bulb comes with our SmartLED A60 RGB+CCT smart bulb. A 

bulb with 9W of power, up to 806 lumens and WiFi connection that will allow you 

to get the right white light at every moment of the day and the coloured light that 

best suits you. Conceived and designed for all lighting fixtures and rooms in the 

house.

Discover new colours

With our SmartLED A60 bulb, colours have no limits. Thanks to the app's colour 

wheel, you can select from an infinite number of colours that will fill any room 

with light - a colour game where your fingers are in control!

A shade of white for every moment

Never before white light has so many variations. Thanks to its different shades of 

CCT white light, you have the right light for every moment of the day. Get the best 

cool, bright light to wake you up and soft light to relax you after the office. 

Because taking care of your health starts with lighting.

Control the light from your mobile phone

Turn the light on and off, regulate the power and even programme the hours of 

light in your home from your smartphone to save energy. All from the comfort of 

the app that makes controlling your home lighting easy and fun. Available for 

Android and Apple devices.

Let there be light!

The SmartLED smart bulb's WiFi connection will make it very easy to control the 

lighting simply with your voice. Its compatibility with voice assistants such as 

Alexa, Siri and Google Home will give you control of your light from any room in 

your home.

Very easy to use and easier to install

The A60 format and E27 socket make it one of the most universal bulb models 

available. Simply screw the bulb into the base, and that's it! Once it is connected 

to the mains, you can synchronise it directly with the app.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.

Color 1 unit

Type A60

Connectivity Bluetooth + WiFi

Compatibility Siri, Alexa, Google Home

Power 9W
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consumption equivalence 60W

Base E27

Brightness 806 lm

LED Color RGB + CCT (Warm White + Cool White)

Color temperature 3000K - 6500K

Lifetime 15,000 h

Beam Angle 220 degrees

Voltage 220-240 V/50-60 HZ

APP Tuya Smart, Smart Life

Energy classification F

STRENGTHS
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REF. BXBULB6011 EAN: 8427542125862 Recommended retail price: €11.95
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